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tIORLD EDUCATION 'IN WERICAN SCHOOLS

A HANDBOOK SCHOOL LIBRARIANS AND TEACHERS

Olga Slouka and Z.J.Slouka

FOCUS: SCHOOL LIBRARIES AS AGENTS OF CHANGE

This handbook represents 'a grass-root,practical approach

toward strengthening the international dimension of precollegiate

education. The arguments for building up the international com-

ponent of elementary and secondary curricula in American schools

have all been made -- often eloquently, always persuasively.

Educators, school systems, state departments of edilcation, special

groups Rublic and private, federal task forces and presidential

commissions of inquiry -- all have expressed serious concern

about the need to overcome the gravitational pull of egotism,

parochialism; and harrow nationalism penetrating the educational'
0

process, and to bring about a sounder balance through international

and global perspectives.

Over the last two decades, great energies have been'expended

to accomplish the desired change. Yet the dents made in the

problem are still very shaIlow,.very rare, and ofteh rather tem-

porary; powerful social and economic forces, fluctuations in public

attitudes,-as well as, the inertia of -the.decentralized eduCational

system, tend to fill in the openings_that_have already been made.

In the contlnuing, wide-spread search for solutions the



reateSt amount of work-hes been done at the top. The need

for strengthening gsthe international dimehsion of precollegiate,,

edudation.has been thoroughly rationalited; sophiSticated 7

whether Simple or Complex -- methods of managing the educational

, 4

tasks have been developed; organizations at all levels have sprung

up and a multitude of .broad programs have been launched to sustain,

mobilize and expand interest and efforts. Due to, the Sheer weight

and seriousness of all these undertakings, some of the inter-

national orientations have started to peep into the classrooms

and, het',e and.there, have taken root.

.

.The,sChools_or, more precisely, the classrooms which have

responded positively to the:need usually have done so-inreSponse

to two factors. A specific one -- an agent of change: the teacher

himself or herself;.a strongly motivated and inspiring staff

an influential and underStanding participant in the widk
memb

school community. The more general. factor has been the social and

educational climate of-,the school -- at least a general tolerance

if not receptivity, or even propensity for change.

In the many theoretical and sometimes pragmatic attempts to

identify in American elementary and secondary schools the agents

-of change and to define the elements affecting the climate of

receptivity for internationally-oriented education, one whole

class of educators representing a potentially rich resource has

o
been largely neglected and often entirely overlooked -- the school

I

For very many school librariansthis is nothing.new. The



profession as a whole registered considerable progress,materiallY

and in terms cf.obtaining faculty status and privileges, but that

progress has not been. matched by an increase in the librarian's

educational functions.. For various attitudinal, economic, tech-

nological, and organizational reasons -- some of them self-inflicted .

by the profession --.the contribution of school librarians to the__

learning process has remained,.at best, very marginal, and even

where it may have been in fact fairly substantial, it has gone

unrecognized; and therefore uncultivated.

.Yet they represent. Vastreservoir of talent and learning,

and thote among them who have survived intellecually and. emotionally,

the.lohg years on the periphery of the educational process -- so

close to them and yet so far -- are eager to join the instructional

effort both as a justification of their faCulty status and as .a

professional and intellectual self-fulfillment. In quantitative

terms, the reservoir is large -- upwards of 40,000..persons. 'Quali-
.

tatively, it is unknown and largely untested; all one can say
o

is that their educational Preparation theirintellectual potential,

and. their professional motivation could and should be better

utilized and developed than through the customary tasks of pro-
,

cessing and guarding books, mastering audio-visual equipment and

materials, and baby-sitting to provide the teachers' free periods

and to ease the pressures on School budgets.

This handbook is thus intended as ah_aid_to school librarians,

and as a way ,to strengthen the international dimensions-of pre-

collegiate education at the firing Line rather than at the chiefs-

_
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-:of -staff level. The schOol librarian, in her or his function as.

an educator, is in a naturally central position with reference to

internationally - oriented education.. It'is true that the'chief

burden for developing and maintaining the 'international diMension

in, the edudational process falls on, and is likely-to continue

.falling on, social science faculty. But, at least potentially,.

that dimension pervades the entire curriculum, however conStructed.

It is'prominent in languages and literature, in economics, in govern-

ment, but also in the arts, in the sciences, in mathematics,iin

Physical education and sports; and in many extr'acurricular

endeavors and programs. Even when teachers are fully aware of

the international dimension of their respectivefields and so bring

it out, they.necessarily dosci through the filter and constraints

of thei discipline; the,school librarian, as a generalist in

the eaudationaL process, sees it in all f them.,

--Thesecond element making for -the school librarian's central

position is related to the first yet stands apart. The process

of learning about the worlds beyond One's local or national boun.r

dari-eS.ancUabout one's place in that wider world can be.chiefly

accomplished through second-hand sources rather than through

direct, personal-experiences -- that is, through media, printed

or audio-visual. And:this is .largely true of-both student learning

as well as.teacher learhing. The centrality of school librarians'

position in this area cannot be more strongly emphasized and

requires no further elaboration: they have the potential of opening

the windows on the world ever wider and of keeping them open and

clear.



The practical side of this,general view lies in .the fact that

the flow of educational 'materials is so `heavy and of a quality so

uneven:as to make it if not impossible then at least discouraging

'for classroom teachers -- often without the tools and skills of

evaluation -- to.maintain.a.solid overview of the core of their

own disciplines. As to.,,materials prOviding the international

dim6nsion, a dimension often ,relatively marginal to the discip-

linary core or at least'perceived as marginal, the. problem is

e'Ven more aggravated, and the school librarian's potential con-

tribution even more visible.

While this handbook seeks to stimulate the schoo-1-1-1Yrarian's

participation in strenthening the international dimension of the
,

educational process and to suggest some practical approacheSi

it should be just as useful in the.hands Of.the .teachers,"of

curriculum officers and of administrators with educational'

ambitions. Just as the librarian may- ipAction as an agent of change,

and initiatively,stimulate dthers-toward international perspectives,

teachers and administrators can. stimulate and encourage their

,school librarian in thesame direction if they are so motivates:

and when they more-clearly..recognize the various functions the

schbOl librarians can, fulfill beyond filing cards and chasing

and reshelving books.

The aims of this handbook are at once very and veryr-

ambitious. The ambition lies in the handbook's focus:on school

librarians and is driVen by the optimism-that ss of edu-

cators has not been entirely. entrapped by.the many constraints

imposed on it by-the sc -hool, system with its operational modes
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and attitudinal rigidities. They are modest in the sense that

the'approaCh proposed is'not expected to strengthen,dramatically

the international,dimension of preccqlegiate education;_all it

-may d is to help in a' broad national effort toward that goal,

and even then it can do so only if the upper levels of the

educational system -- those who conceptualize and rationalize

the educational Ptocess, the deVelopers of methods, the private

, -

and, public oganizations that-support the internationalizing aim.,
8 V.. ,

,

. ,

-- continue to'fuifill the mobilizing, energizing, and legitimi,,

zing functions.

os.
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f.

--WHAT' IS INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION?
-

This handbook's grassroot approach toward strengthening the

international dimensions of pfecollegiate education simply means

that we are focusing on daily school work - on the small com-'

ponents of knowledge transmitted by teachers to students and'Oon

sisting of,facts Perceptions, images,.and attit&les, of ways of

knowing and of modes'of,critiCalunderstanding of human life,

around the globe. We 'are notiabout_tooffer a' new modea.of an

entire.curriculum, a comprehensive and well orchestrated effort

to expand the.. students' horizons beyond their national boundaries.

-On the contrary, we recognize that many school curricula are
. -

generally ilnresapnsive to the calls for building en international'

or global literady; yet in all of them:exist opportunities, every

day and in almost any discipline or activity, for injecting inter-

n'ational components into the educational process. If this'.is
:0

done consistently and well, .a snowballing effedt may result. There

have been several reports, some of them from the mast Unlikely

regions of the United States, of.such.small beginnings eventually

triggering new interests .among the faculty, 'new Concepts among

the planners of eduCational development, and sometimes a fairly

sporitaneous curriculum overhaul designed to strengthen the inter-

national dimension in several disciplines of learning.

In this manner, thishandbObk responds to what has been

identified as "a vast gap between the 'superculture' of research,

curriculum development, proposals-for draStic change in -educa-

tion, new, exciting, appealing materials, imaginative new approaches
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to the study of human behavior, future,-oriented technologyf'etc.,

and the realities of classrooms and communities 'in Which the:vast

majority of teachers work and live." .

(

BUt the approach from below" ..also means that this handbook

does not subscribe to any particular philosoPhy or strategy of

le

'interngtiolYal education. Many ,lave been developed; with different

."-:degrees of-sophistication and realism and with different ultimate.
, ,

.

v
intent,, .SOme aiming at the 'expansion, of 'knowledge and understand-

,._
,

,

ing of international phenomena; others seeking to prepare the new

generation for active "global citizenship" or even to replace

nationalism and ethnocentrism with brotherhbod of men. 'Labels

proliferate: global 'education; developmenteducation; peace studies;

world order studies; intercultural education; future studies;

global civics; and a ,number of others.

WhateVer the label, all these endeavors basically reflect

the.age-bld dilemma of harmonizing: the universalism of :human life

with the particularism of--human.perspectives -and:loy&lties.

Writing at the end of the religious wars. in Europe.and reacting

to the devastations that started to- Subside only with the Peace

of Westphalia of l6-48', the Moravian theologian and educator John

Amos.Comenius summed up his case for global education:

* 4 1

James. M. Becker and Maurice A, East, Global Dimensions
in U.S. Education: The Secondary School (New York:-Center for
War/Peace Studies, 1972),.p..24.

1 '

11



He gave no bad definiti who. said that man was a

"teachable animal." And inde d it is only by.a proper
eduCation that he can become a man. The education

I praRose includes all that is proper for a man, and it

is one'-'in which all men who are.born into this world
shouldshare .'.,. Our first wish is that all men shauld

be educated tofull humanity;- not any one individual,
nor a..few -oi even. many, but all men together and singly,-
young. and old,-rich and-poor, of high and lowly birth,
men, and women in a word all whose'fate it ks to be
born human beings v sathat at -last the wholedf the human
race may become educateden.of allages, all conditions,
both,sexes and all nations. Our second Wish is that

every man should be wholly educated, rightly_fbrmed not
only in one single matter .or in.a few or even many, but
in all things which affect human nature.

And this,.a part: of his comprehensive visionary design,

Comenius propose the end that'
/

no one nation rises against another,' and that no man dare

to stand up, and. teach mento fight or to make weapons,
and that no swords or spears shall be.left that have
not been beaten into plotghshares and pruning hooks.'

(Isaiah,

Yet the dllempa continued to sharpen; Comenius wrote not only

at the end of the religious wars but also at the beginning of the

nation -state system. "Some hundred years later (in 1772) Jean-.

aCqUes RoU8seau, responding to a requestby 'a Polish nobleman

to prescribe for more intense nationalism, offered a 'different

formula:

Education ought to give national form to-the soul of
the people, andg14ide their opinions and -tastes in

such a waythat they will become patriots, through
inclination, through passion ,'through necessity. A

John Amos Comenius, 1592-1670: Selections; intro. by

Jean Piaget (Paris: UNESCO, 1957), pas im -



child, upon opening his eyes, must see the nation, and
to the day of his death must see only that. . . At/
twenty years of age, a Pole must not. be anything else:

he must be only a Pole. .'. when he learns to read,/he
will read only about his native land. When he is ten

years old, he should know all the productS of.his/
country; at twelve years all the provinces, its roads, its
towns, at fifteen he should knoW its entire histOry; at
sixteen all its9laws . . . . Only Poles shouldibe his

teachers. . .

Everywhere, the nationalistic approach has generally survived ,

**
until today. Yet there are some major diff*renceS. .First of

all, while predominantly ethnocentric and nationalistic education

continues to prevail at the classroom level,'it is no longer being

defended at the to and rationalized as a desirable goal by those

with..influence-,on educational theor aid /policy. Secondly, the

* -

Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Considerations sur le gouvernement

'de Pologne, in Oeuvres Completes, v./5; Paris, 1932. Transl. by

Ida May'Snyder:

**
On the whole, many U:S. schools still largely live up to

the educational policy expressed iby the City Commissioner of -Common
a letter addressed in/1896 to the Mayof of New York: "I.

'consider it the paramount duty pif public schools, apart from the
educational knbwledge to be instilled.. into our pupils, to form

American citizens of them, toAake up and gg'ther together all
the heterogeneoUS elements of this cosmopolitan population, and

through the crucible of the /public school to fuse and weld them'

into one homogeneous massObliterating from the very earliest

moment all the7distinguishing foreign characteriStics and

traits, which the beginners may bring with them, as.obstructivE.!,

warring, and irritating plements." As quoted by Rose L. Hayden,

"International Education': What's It -All About?", International
Studies Notes, v. 4, no/. 3 (Fall 1977), p. 20.
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accelerating trends toward global interdependence and the resulting

recognition of the interconnectedness of things national and

global have led to the acceptanceOf internationally oriented

.education as a necessity of life rather than abstract philosophical.

preference, and to a finer, more clearly seen distinction between

the cognitive and affective aspects of.the educational process.

In the United States, at least, internationally oriented educa-

tion has been legitimized: once legitimized, it awaits implementa-

tion'in the schoois.

Whether the various approaches to international education

seek affective aims with thegoal of socialiZing the new

generations into a global community, or whether they emphasize.

the'cognitive elements" through a cumulative and critical absorption

of complex, interrelated data, they all appear to accept some

basic desired outcomes:

1. Students should obtain some fundamental knowledge about

the world beyond their social horizons, sets of data

sorted out and ordered'through weY1-defined concepts.

2. In the process of obtaining such knowledge they shbuld

acquire an ability to process information critically as

a tool of continued Learning beyond the school age.

3. Students should be led to 'recognize that the quality of
0

human life under conditions of global interdependence

and diversity is directly affected by a critical and

tolerant understAding of those conditions.

Various theorists and some practitioners of international

education have deieloped much more comprehenSi,ve lists of objectives;

14
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the three formulated above represent their common core and, as

such, should serve as an adequate guide for initial 'schoollevel

efforts. In many schools in the United States, international

components are conspicuous in the daily instructional process by

their absence. very low levels of international literacy among

our young have been amply documented. This actually means that

building up.from below towards internationally oriented learning

is often to start from groUnd zero; every element, as long as it

does not conflict with the basic desired outcomes, is a positive

contribution.

WHERE ARE THE INTERNATIONAL DIMENSIONS?

Curricular provisions for internationally oriented learning,

be they World Cultures, Non-Western History, or Foreign. Areas

study, do not automatically ensure thatC'the desirable objectives

of such learning are being...effectively pursued. As in many other

fields, the educational outcome is largely determined by the

educator's perspectives and intent.

Yet the obverse is also true. No one has ever constructed

a curriculum at any K-12 level 'that would not provide numerous

and wide openings toward learning about the world beyond the

-national boundaries. In fact, the more chauvinistic the -curricular

strategy, the-more open it is to intrusion from the world outside:

there is no effective way of cu'tivating ethnocentrism and

nationalism without' contrasting the preferred or allegedly superior

-attributes of the group or nation with. the undesirable or inferior

IJ
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qualities of others'-- one way or another, the "others" must be

brought in.

No handbook, of course, can enter the domain of educational

intent and prescribe methods of changing educators' attiudes.

'and perspectives beyond outlining minimal preferred objectives.

But on6'''.?. these are reasonably accepted, he task of finding oppor-

tunities 'for strengthening internationally oriented learning

becomes more manageable. Most subjects in any curriculum are

suitable,Vehicles.for expanding students' factual knowledge about

the world -- the construction of the informational base without

e.iwhich, critical disdernment of transnational similaritieS,.differences,

continuities and interdependencieS i8 extremely -- difficult if not

impossible. Many subjects fer opportunities for thecultiva,

tion of internationally relevant critical faculties. ,.end most

are tractable paths towards an understanding, at once;*criticaI

and tolerant, -of the human condition at the global.leVel.

Social studies, broadly conceived to include human and 'politi-

cal geography, history, economics, sociology, anthropology, and

government, necessarily and traditionally lend themselves to adapta-

tions strengthening the international dimension. It is within

this curricular context, especially at the secondary school level,

where major inroads have been made to open up the educational

process to international components. The utility 'and richness of

social studies disciplines for international education have been

adequately explored and assessed in generally accessible

16
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*
literature.. .Unfortunateky, social, studies have also been used

in too many schools as an escape route:- a World Cultures course

stuck into the 10th or -11th grade level has sometimes served as

a "catch-all" basket for everything int:&rnationai and as a pacifier

offered to those calling for the strengthening of internationally

oriented learning. In the context of this handbook, however, it is

immaterial whether the social science curriculum in any partiCular

schoOl has been used in this or some other way; or whether its

international'dimensions have been broughtout at all. The only

important point here is that it is full ofeopportunities for re-

directing the studentsy.attention to the "outer" world, and'that

this redirecting can be accomplished.throuc7h the study not only of

Indian society but'also of American government or of early history,

of the State of New York.

Literature, of course, has unlimited international dimensions.

As in the case of social studies, but less frequently, it is used

directly as a reflection of the life and thought and environment of

.-societies'and.individuals -distant in space and time and, in fact,

-beyond effective reach except through literature. Still more rarely,

courses in literature have been adapted to a study of global themes\,

be,they the handling of hu*ef and social conflict reflected in the

writings selected from different cultures or probleMs of individual

and _Social adaptation to modernization. But whether or not this is

James M. Becker and Howard D. Mehlinger, eds., International.

Dimensions in the Social Studies (Washington, D.C.: National Council.

tor the Social Studies, 1968). This volume, published as the 38th

Yearbook of the.Council, remains the best available resource book

in the field.
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already being done by one teacher,or more systematically and

_comprehensively through curricular adjustment and integration

such as linking elements of social studies with literature study

-- or even entirely neglected, the potential is again vast and

opportunities are begging.

Foreign languages. and arts As'curricular subjects concentra-

ting on-modes of human. communication of images, thoughts and

feelipLgs are the third area to visibly 'rich in international

dimensions as to make any explanation superfluous. The only'

useful comment one can make here is to record the\general neglect
\

in most schools of the latent potential. We have found very few

.instances in our sampling of internationally oriented educational

modes across the:country where,.for instance, the teaching of a

\
foreign. language has been more thah a flat, uninspiring instruction

ingrammar and vocabulary devoid of any cultural and social content.

The teaching of music and fine arts may have a somewhat better

international track record, but the neglect of the natural inter -.

national potential in these subjects by far exceeds its utilization.

Mathematics and the sciences are usually considered outside

the orbit of internationally oriented education. It is not, of

course; quite apparent Whyit 'should be so. After all, more than

any other 'area of human activity and khOwledge, the ..a.thematical

and natural sicences have transnational roots. That the processes

of science are transnational, that the modes of acquiring scientific

knowledge are universal, .that the sharing and cumulation of scien-

tific concepts and data 'are flows which do not know political

boundaries -- all-of this-h-as-b-e-en-re-cognized' as commonplace and

18_
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yet so far that recognition has not been fully translated into ...

..precolaegiate instructional approaches designed to bring out and

strengthen the international dimension. We did find individual

cases -- practically all'of.them-in biology and environmental

sciences -- where the international-elements have been systemati-

cally pulled out for the students to'se; one can assume that a'.

broader sampling would identify still others in areas such as

meteorology and physical geography. But'still-- and-for many

reasons that cannot be discussed here,-7 the potential is

dormant in an Overwhelming majority of schools public and private.

LIBRARIANS' ROLES IN THE. EDUCATIONAL PROCESS

The librarian's place in a-school determines the role the

school library may play ag an agent of change, as an initiator

Of internationally-oriented approaches or as their supPoter.

Because the conditions under which American school librarians

work differ so widely among the,states, districts, and individual

schools, it is necessary first to review that variety so as to

determine the limits within which school librarians function

and which therefore represent both constraints and opportunities

for strengthening the international dimension.

There are, first of all, some general characteristics of the

school. librarians' profession in the United-tates that must be

delineated. One of the most outstanding., traits derives from the

school ,librarians' training. In general, their professiOnal pre-

paration comes from schools of library science rather than from

schools of education. The educational component of that training

1c
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differs widely froM state to state depending largely on the certi

fication requirement but, on the whole, usually represents but a

supplement to the course of study in a library school. The school.

librarian is above all trained in the management of materials-and

only secondarily in.educational'work with childreh. This does

not necessarily limit the librarian's role and contribution to

the educational. process the learning of all teachers continues

beyond the years of formal study. It does have, however, a

limiting impact on the perception of-the librarian's edtcational

role' on the part of teachers, administrators, and often of the

school librarians themselves. For the purposes4of our discussion

here, 'this has some important practical implications As our

random survey b-f-this aspect confirmed in many schools across the

United States, the school librarian only very rarely assumes

openly the role of an. educational innovator; of_ an initiator of

new approaches, and only rarely is called upon to fulfill

nifidant, substantive function. in the planning of a curriculum.

This situation is deeply rooted in the systeM of pre.collegiate

'education and thus unlikely to change'overnight4 it needs to be

taken into account if the design of school, librarians' role in

the strengthening of the international dimensions should remain

within the limits of praqtical feasibility.

On the positive side, and again as a general characteristic

of the profession,- school librarians-may be specialists, in the

management of materials, but they are generaliSts in relation to

the, substance of the instructional processBoth through formal
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training and the subsequent learning through school experience,

they accumulate considerable range of knowledge across subjects-.

and dften develop an over -all picture of what is happening in

. .

.the total education process, a picture much clearer and. better

balanced than that obtainable from the vantage point of a

discipline-bound classroom teacher.: All of .this assumes.parti-

cular significance in.relation to the international components

f education. Since American teachers are'notoriously. lackinT

.-in professional preparation for internationally-oriented teaching

and since most of internationally significant knowledge is trans-
_

mitted through printed 'or non - printed media rather than through

personal exPerienceS, the school librarian is in a Potentially.

pivotal spot. The results'Of our random survey, carried out.

through many informal discussions with both classroom teachers

and school librarians, indicated that on the whole the inter--
-0-

national literacy of school libtarians.is much broader and deeper,

their critical.abilities in the handling of international topics

more fully developed, their tolerant understanding of global dis--

continuities, interdependencies and diversity more pronounced.

O

N,
Put together, these two- generalizations spell out the. message:

`NthNNe role:of school librarians in the strengthening of the 'inter-

nat'idnal dimensions of precollegiate eduCation is potentially 4ery

strong as, long as one can find the forms and approaches through
Ni

which to re-ize the potential given the general status of school

librarians inth educational process.

Beyond the gene al characteristics, diversity prevails. There

is hardly any class f p ofessional people whose working experience

21.



spans a broader range than the school' librarians'. Let us first

discount the schools without libraries, including those with a

L.

room'filled with donated book rejects where the chaos is

Occasionally tended to by volunteer mothers or by the pupils
.,

themselves. The next, and for our purpose the lowest stage, is

characterized by a situation where the professional librarian

is assigned. to two, three, or even four schools, simultaneously

giving each a day or a few hours every' week and often serving the

dual function of a substitute enabling the teacher to get time

off the classroom for preparation, and that of straightening the

catal6g and the shelves. In this setting, there is little the

librarian can do for strengthening the international dimension.

.Depending on individual Circumstances and the amount of excess

energy, some. limited opportunities-for such contribution can still

be found and exploited; among the approaches proposed further

'below, some haVe been tailored to this situation. But teVen when.

they are utilized; they will.-almost always remain isolated'

from.the total.instructional process and the likelihood that they

4
may stimulate changes toward international perspectives in other

.parts.of the curriculum is quite remote.

At the other extreme is the librarian in a well established

media center, with areasonable budget and,clerical help adequate

to the routine library tasks, 1 d with*the most important ingredient:

, -
with a formal and'constructive role: in curricular planning or, at

least, with:ample opportunity to.meet with the teachers and to

learn about their classroom -Work, their indiVidual instructional
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programs, and their individual propensity for adapting their pro-

grams so as tobring out the international dimensions of their

subjects. The instances where the librarisw. is indeed formally

included in curriculum planning and review' appear to.be very rare.

. _

FOr most of those otherwise working under favorable Circumstances-

a view into the teaching process is normally gained through- informal

contact with the teachers; the faculty lounge is to a librarian'a

work place as important as the library itself. As our survey of

school experiences indicated, it was often 'through these informal

contacts that the librarian found opportunities not only to join..

in the teaching prOdess by supplementing it with integrated ele-

nents carrying the international dimension' but also'to stimulate

teachers toward.,their own work in the samedirection.

While several field-tested practices outlined furtherbelow
t.

are speCifically intended .for librarians functioning in favorable

....situations and in a receptive teaching climate, some important

limitations must be noted. In a number of schools with well-

equipped media centers and with adequate budgets we have found,

the librarian immersed in a heavy volume of routine library tasks;

a disproportionatelamount of time and energy -- sometimes all of

A

it -- went into the management of the physical plant and materials

with the edu tional function severely neglected. It is always

difficult.to d termine the cause. It may lie in the administra7

tion's and f culty's perception of the proper role.o the school

library reflectedv occasionally, in lacking Provisions for
'..,

library clerks,:.leaving the librarian wish. little choice but to

take gteater care .pf books and other materials than of.pupils.

20
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But it may also lie in the librarians' tendency, often induced or

reinforced by library school training, to be librarians more and

educators less. In practice, of course, these two .pulls often

operate simultaneous1y with synergic effedts. ,For these reasons,

some of the minimalist approaches toward internationally oriented

education proposed below and intended for librarians working in

unfavorable settings may be adopted:, as points of departure, by

those with better but unrealized opportunities.

The bulk-of schOol librarians'working experience is between

the two extremes outlined above, with many differences stemming

from different personalities of the-librarians, faculty and

administration attitudes, budgetary constraints and opportunities,

organization settings in school districts with centralized library

services and,-Of course, from the atmosphere of the wider school

community conducive to or-inhibiting international orientations.

Ih addition, and perVading all these situations, are the changing

emphases in the educational process on what has been labelled

the "basics," or vocational,perspecties, or any'number of other

priorities; t .the extent that such eff*ts-make claims on the

librarian's time; they may reduce the energy available for the

Strengthening of the international-dimensions, or open up new-

opportunities for infusing them.into. the teaching process.' It

_ .

is obviously impossible to suggest approaches that would be pre-

.cisely fitted tc each o o theendIess varieties. From those pro

posed below and mostly derived from observed practices inmany

schools,.the librarians, the teachers or theadministrators must

24.
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'select. items with the greatest promise in terms of their feasi-

bility and'positive educational impaC, however small it may be .

initially or even for a longer'period.

STRENGTHENING THEINTERNATIONAL DIMENSION

No handbook can cover comprehensively.all possible approaches

school librarians can utilize in order to strengthen. the inter-
.-

rional dimension of precollegiate education. Those outlined

bdlow are only,examples; they can be use&diredtly in the

proposed form, adapted to diverse circumstances or,.in most

instances, taken only as illustrative suggestions. Many-of them

do depend in various ways on the availability of printed and non-

printed media; a separate sedtion further below is devoted t

the problem of materials.

Several models and instructional units proposed below have

been taken out of actual experience of school librarians in a

variety pf schools in the United'States, primarily public school's.

They are:,arranged here 'according to the difficulty of-their pre-
.

paratiph.and implementation. At the lowest end are approaches

that can,12e.utilized by a school librarian operating for .one

reason or another -- under .serious constraints and in relative

isolation from the school curriculum and from the 'classroom teachers.

At the other end are modelsof fairly heavily integrated approaches,

built directly into the curriculum as its organic components and

often requiring not only faculty cooperation but actual teamwork

and continuous review and testing.

There is no general scheme ranking the approaches according,

O
7 25 fir
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tothe particular needs and opportunities existing in-different

school settings.

'Many of the models contain, of course,' an educational dimen-.

sion imPliCit in all teaching but particularly important in.
, .

internationally oriented-teaching: the learning experience of

,
,,

the teacher.. Some of the minimal library-centered approaches used

in relative isolation from the curriculum and from the classroom

necessarily have a limitdd reach:. while, they inevitably contri-

bute to the learning process of the pi.acticing school librarian,

they have practically no direct effect on other faculty. But:

even then we have found some. cases there a schbol librarian, using
0

limited...international approache,s without any direct. connection

with the fOrthal curriculum was at feast able to tell some class-

room teachers about-the experience and -found receptive and

-
interested ears and minds; while this may have done nothing for

the teachers' ownl'earning pi.ocess, ,.such,episodescan and some-

-times.do sensitize the facUlty to; the opportunities opened by'

and through internationally oriented teaching.

_Library-Centered Approaches

-It is diStinctli, unhelpful. to assume ideap,zed school library

situations in which internationally oriented teaching takeSplace.

The realities of school work often place formidable barriers in

the, wayof a school librarian's eff6rt to participate.even margin-
.

ally in an educational effort. Obviou6117, at least some favorable

conditions must' exist that would enable a school librarian to

launch dVena very minimal, isolated and sporadic teaching program

s.
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emphasizing international dimensions. At least two such condi-
,

tions-need to be discussecl. In schools where both the adminis-

/tration and the faiculty-use the library and'the school librarian's

/ time for the dual purpose of students' borrowing and returning

/.

books and, at the -same time, as a badly needed free period for a

teacher whose entire class is moved to the library, probably nothing

t all can be done: in such situations, the school librarian's

active educational function has been effectively eliminated.

Similar, outcome results where a prevailing school practice has

ledstudents mostly'at secondary levels -- to view a library

class period solely asa study hall for doing the homework:. The

A. -.Only instances we have found where the school-librarian -- in

two cases even the "nomadic" school.. librarian covering two or

thi.ee schools, could perform a direct educational function:had

soine 'basic minimal characteristics. FirSt, the class library

period was not,.used for borrowing books nor for doing hol'iiework:

secondly, the librarian had some, even if indirect, grading

power. Some librarians reported that very little was needed in

this respect: one of the cIassroom teaChers (social studies

teacher in one case, English teacher, in anothr)'-agreed to accept
d '7

from the librarian A brief report on the pupils' performance,,Ln.

r0

the'library and, subsequently; briefly commented on. both best and

worst Performances,

e.

This problem, of courser is, much. less critical

or non-existent in elementary grades where the library hour i4

often used for simple projects or as a story-telling time and

where the main factor ensuring attention is the child's natural'.

curiosity and interest.

2"
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Some minimal approaches to internationally oriented education

were elpOrted by schodl librarians at several schools and at most

grade levels. In all instances,thq school library practice pro-
/

vided for. entire'classes,being sent to the library for at least

one and-sometimes 'two periods at fairly regular intervals once

a week or even more often.

In elementary grades, the'least systematic and structured

but also the easiest and therefore most frequently reported ways

of bringing in the outside world were story-telling and small

.children -made projects. In a number of cases, librarians .

reported the use of multiple media for the so-calledeXtended"

.story - telling. In one instance, the librarian used pictorial maps

of Africa, set of slides showing different types of Sub-Saharan'

.landscape ; villages and towns, An Oldercolor film "African'Cousins"

(1957) emphasizing similarities in the way people play and work

all of this asa backdrop to the reading of stories and folktales

from At rica tO classes in grades four 'to six.

While the variety:of topics is great, there are some. practical:

limits faced by most librarians, especially the problem of the

"extension" materials such as films and slides. Films in parti-

cular are expensive and even their rental may be prohibitive for

the budgets of many libraries;,in addition, not too many librarians

are in the position to order freely materials for their own,

library- Centered activity. In the instance reported above, the

librarian first came upon the older short film in a nearby public

librar YWhen it was about to be discarded; the rest followed from
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that beginning. Similar "invisible" resources and opportunities

seem to exist in many communities. .

A suggestive example of internationally oriented, library-

centered activity was found in an elementary school in New York.

Using the library periods of two second grade clasSes, the school

librarian led the children in the preparation of a scrap-book on

"Worlds Toys and ames." Using a variety of materials -- pictures

in books and magazines, stories about children in foreign lands

and in 18th-and 19th-century United States -- the children were

slowly putting the volume together, filled with pasted clippings,

their own drawings of toys described in stories or copied from

books, occasional prints from'slides. To the second-grablers, the

final message -- the similarity of many' toys and games across

countries and continents -- was rather clear. But the class was

particularly impressed by finding that many of the toys with which

children in. America played in the 18th and 19th centuries so

closely resembled toys from Latin'AmeriCa and from Africa.

From this initial projedt the librarian moved to other topics'

at different elementary grades. When we visited the school library,

a specially reserved shelf carried fourteen finished scrap-bookS,

in hard binders, all properly catalogued and bearing the names

of the "authors," and with titles such as: "Homes of Olympic

"Gad Medal Winners"; "Foreign Places Our Parents Visited: What They

Saw"; "Refugee Children, in Foreign Camps"; "Hiroshima Today";

and The Home-Ports of Ships in Port Elizabeth. ". Next to the

voluffies was a box of catalog cards listing books, maps and items

in the picture file which were added.to the permanent library
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collection as source materials or, the projects. The real

prOduct, of course, was not visible in the scrap-books: the learn-

ing. process-that surrounded their. preparation. Still within the

confines .of the school library, without any direct link to the

curriculumi and done on the ,initiative of the school librarian,

were the following two projects which may serve as models in a

number of school situations. They are being included here for

their flexibility in terms of'both their scope and their level of

difficulty.

Project 1. Students" personal links to other countries

This -project was reported by a school librarian in Ohio.

She was servicing rather small library collectioris.in two elementary

schools in a suburban school district, spending two days Weekly

in one school and three days in the other. Because of some
I \

.0
centralized library services at the school district-level and

relative y \well-functioning system of volunteer mothers, the

libraria Hlad some, however limited, room in her schedule for

\

preparat ry .work on the qroject.' The unit was used With six

classeg in, three different grades, duplicated in each school. For

\ _
each class,' the project extended over some six library periods (six

.

m
weeks), '11 t strictly consecutive in each case. (The class popula-

tions wer between 17 and 24 children.).

During a library period prior,to the beginning-of.the units,

\

the children were asked to talk to their parents and to find out

whether ore or both of the parents, the grandparents, or their

other anc stors came to the United States from abroad. 'Where

30
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there was no direct link to immigration, the children were to

find out about relatives who may have lived abroad for lohger

periods of time, or served overseas in the armed forces, or had

some other strong contacts with foreign lands.

In the next library periode as the first step in the project,

the librarian prepared a list on the_basis.of children's' reports

pairing each pupil-With a foreign country.. On the wail map of

the world, Colcired stickers (each class had a different color)

with childrens' names were placed in the appropriate areas. The

first and second periods were spent on the geographical aspects.

More detailed country maps -- most of them pulled from older issues

of The National Geographic -- were used whenever children had

more detailed information about their'ancestors' home towns, or

simply to.find out about mountain ranges, rivers, or other geo-.

graphiCal features. (From_the librarian's report: "Tbmmy was

very proud about the Alps-in 'his' Switzerland, especially since

Mike's country (The Netherlands) was so flat, but Mike in turn

was consoled by information.about Dutch ingenuity and daring in

taking land fom the ocean and making, the country to grow.") The

sophistiCation in culling and comparing'the geographical data

differed among the. three.grade levels. Maps:showing airline'

connections were used to find out how the children wo4ld have to

. go to visit "their" lands, or how they could go by trains if they

.were to meet one'another during their trips abroad. Both the

accumulation, of geographical information as well as the develop--

ment of map reading skills were the initial objectives.

31
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In the subsequent periods, approaches differed more widely

among the different grade levels. In general, they spanned

various. aspects of the foreign areas. Children were looking

through library materials for stories from "their" countries

(some materials were brought in on loan from the lOcal public

library and community college); they were finding out what was

happening in "their" countries at the time their relatives lived

-there, and-what they would have to do and know if they themselves

were to live there for a time -- language, local Customs, -different

rules of behavior.,4.

In one reported instance, this library approach was adopted

by a social studies teacher at a secondary level as a unit in an

intermediate World Cultures course. A new dimension was added:

at the end of the series the students were asked to identify what

they considered to be the "negative" aspects of "their" lands and

societies -- an operier for a discussion illuminating the rela-

tivity of such terms as negative and positive with reference to -.

-other societies, -their conditions and their lifestyles.

Project 2 Around the Globe

This project was described by a school librarian in a public

school in southern California as a higher level adaptation of a

4=6 grade classroom model suggested in one of the publications,

of the Center for. Global Perspectives. That original model was

,*
Intercom, #84/85,. Nov. 1976, pp. 48-51.
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based on the'story of Nellie Bly and her 1935-trip around the world

in 7'4 days, itself somewhat patterned _on Verne's Around the World

i4 Eighty Days. In the modified version for an intermediate grade,-

the school librarian reduced the story element and established

some rules for the.trip around the globe. The adaptation

referred lesS to changes in transportation technology and emphasized

more the human and social elements. The imaginary traveller

was to go around the world using land rather than sea transportation

as much as Possible. The second rule was that in each region the

traveller had to use a mode of transportation most often used by

the,.local people. One of the requirements was that the students

had to determine approximate cost of such transportation in

relation to the average income of the local populations.

The Project extended over library periods from September

through February. It required fairly extensive preparation of

materials -- maps, travel guides, sets of slides, several volumes

Of The National Geographic, travel sections of The New York Times,

collection of volumes dealing with life and conditions in a.. number

of selected countries.. Current issues of Los Angeles Times and

The New York Time were used to learn about conditions and events

in the various countries at the time the imaginary traveller was

Passing through them. The school librarian reported that the con-

siderableinvestment of time put .into the preparation of the project

was more than offset by the fact that the project could. be repeated

over the years and that it-was adjustable not only to shorter inter-

national "excursions" but also to varying levels of difficulty...

3 3
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[The' above examples of school library approaches to inter-

nationally oriented instruction have been selected from.a wider

repertory of practice becauthe of their broader appliCability in

different schoOl situations. InfOrmatiOn regarding other methods

and designs with highly specific features and therefore applicable

only in comparable settings can.be'obtained by interested librarians

and other .educatorsby writing to International Educational

Services:at:the address shown at. the end of this handbook. To

ensure appropriate matching of.a model to specific conditions,

the letter of request should briefly outline the school'libray

operational mode (open library; library class periodsand their

regularity and frequency; study halls;-etc.), general description

of library resources with international content, indication of

access:to other similar resources outside the school and of the

level of funds available for the library project and, of course,

information, on grade or age groups involved.]

The second libraryl-centered approach, resting either on the

school librarian's initiative or on the initiative of classroom

.teachers seeking library's aid, is more closely tied to tie crIrri-

culum. It involveS preparation and instructional use of units

illuMinating international aspects of curricular subjects or

themes concurrently with their classroom coverage.

Most librarians using this approach on their own initiative,

and without 'direct involvement of the classroom teacher, report that

a major obstacle 'is the difficulty the librarian experiences when

trying to find out well ahead.-of time and in sufficient detail
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how the teacher is planriing to impleme t the instructional program.

In some schools,' it appears, not only he week-by-week but even

the month-by-month instructional plan is shrouded in considerable

mystery; only when there is 'a central t xtbook routinely used by

the teacher as the substantive, core of he course does this problem

become more manageable.

School librarians who normally par icipate in'curriculum

planning and review have not found curr culum meetings very,

helpful; these discussions usually prOcped at a fairly general

level and only rarely do they, reveal cliassroom planning with

adequate specificity. Nor did we find that librarians had too

much success when they resorted to dir ct, formal requests through

letters and questionnaires, addressed t o classroom teachers in order

to'learn what was being planned for th classrooms for the next two

or three months. The only two reporte instances in which this method
/.

.

did;work were those where. the requests! went to the teachers from

the; principal and over his Or her signature, and where the teachers'

responses were to go back to the principal.

In practically all other cases the school librarians agreed

that the only reasonably effective way of getting the necessary

information vas through informal contact with the teachers,

and that no neatly typed memoranda on the library's letterhead

produced quite the same results as a! friendly talk over coffee.

in the faculty lounge or over lunch.

In terms of instructional substance, reports on the co-curri-

cular library-centered activity aimed at the international dimensions
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show an extremely wide variety of topics tied to many instructional

subjects and disciplines; the only limits *apart from the perennial

problems of available time and materials -- are the limits of in-

ventiveness and imagination, Listed tielow are several examples

Of co-curriculat, library-centered, internationally.oriented

topical units; they have been selected not only for their

replicability and adaptability in many different school situations,

but also because:they:can stimulate other efforts in the same

educational direction. The'fact that all of those recited here

happened to be,used in intermediate and higher grades need not

preclude their suitability fOr elementary levels.

Unit 1:AsoCial studies' history of the Commonwealth of Pennsyl-

vania - seventh grade.] The classroom teacher had about three months

to, cover the topic with the aid .of a text concentrating on the

.
founding and_growth. of Pennsylvania cities and towns, and on the

development of industries, farming,'trade, and the governmental

system at both the county and state levels. With the teacher's

knowledge, the school librarian put together .a collection of books,

old - newspapers, some documents and several maps -- partly obtained

on loan from the local public library, a college library and a

historical society concentrating.solely.on one-iocality
\

;Bethlehem; P.a.) and one group,of early settlers (Moravian

church). While the Classroom-arid 'textbook coverage touched upon,

however lightly, the:early' Moravian settlements in Pennsylvania,

S' the library unit stressed the origins

Edropean

of the immigrants -- the

localities frOm which they came, the\social, political,

zf

a.
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and economic conditions in the immigrants' homes, their movements

through Europe on their way to the New World. During library periods,

the seventh:-graders used the collection as a source for preparing a

library display on "Moravians: Where They Came From and .Why.",

Unit 2: [Same topic and grade as above.]

Next year, while utilizing the collection on Moravian settlers'

origins, the same school librarian prepared a different'unit on more

contemporary international aspects of the course. Using some of the

elements originally devised for the "Columbus in the World-The Woiad

in Columbus" project, the librarian put together a collection of

materials from school resources and others obtained largely without

4

cost from local (Bethlehem-Allentown)` firms, institutions, and organi-

zations, depi'cting some of the numerous ways in which the growth of

the local region has been linked with the world beyond the-national

boundaries. Again the preparation of a fairly large wall and shelf

display, employing mapS arid-simple graphs and pictures, was used to

engage students in active participation.

Unit 3: [Music - grade.]

The music teacher's curriculum included listening to selected

segments of recordings from major compositions and three class trips,

over a half-a-year,'to opera performances. In this instance, the

school librarian linked together the music curriculum with

In a special Feature'Section of Global Perspectives .

(Newsletter of Global Perspectives. in Education, Inc., Oct. 1979
issue), Chadwick F. Alger, the developer of the "Columbis in the
World" project, discusses the, pOrposes and,the uses of this
approach under the title."Your'Community in the World-The Wor1r7

in Your The brief item contains references to -varil,:us

aides for similarly, oriented school activities.
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/\its international,dimension by utilizing the only instructional

\

\avenue open to her: library-centered periods intended to teach

"research skills and use of reference materials." During the

library periods, the students-wemgiven specifiC questions regarding

the countries, cities, and.condition,,7 in which the composers

covered in the music class lived and worked; the sources used

were encyclopaedias, periodical arid book indexes, biographies

acid maps.' The school librarian reported that her work was greatly

facilitated by the fact that "library skills" was a graded

activity. However, in her account of the same subject approach,,,,,

another school librarian without grading power reported good

.results with the use of student-made table-and-wall displays on

Various aspects of life and .work of foreign Composers.

Unit 4: [Health education - eighth grade.]

The reporting school librarian developed an internationally-

oriented unit paralleling and supplementing the phases of a health

education course in which the teacher dealt with erican health

habits and with general developMent and organization- of health

care in the United States. The instructional modes were regularly

scheduled library periods with no arrangements for grading but

the health education teacher assisted the librarian in preparing

specific comparative questions and lending his authority. to the

project. On the basis of pre-assembled material books, reports

obtained from U.N..'publication service .(UNIPUB), pictures and texts

38
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_issued by various organizations -- tine pupils were culling data on.

health and disease problems,in Africa. The librarian reported that

over three'annual repetitions the collection of materials grew

volume and sophistication to a point where it vas borrowed and

in

usedby both librarians and social science teacherS in senior high

school world cultures courses. It appeared to illustrate effect-

ively issues-of interdependence, links between values and levels

of economic development, tensions betwee, cultural and social

habits and scientific knowledge, as well as many, other major con-
)-A

cepts central to international education.' At the intermediate

level, of course, the unit contributed. primarily to-the building

up of an informational base for global literacy..

Unit 5: [Biology and Environmental Science- ninth grade.]

Complementing biology-class elements focused on the impact

of man on the natural environment'and on both the vulnerability and

adaptability of that environment, the school librarian prepared

two separate collections of Material: one dealing with U.S.,

policy and rules of environmental protection, the other con-

sisting chiefly of materials prepared in Conjunction with the

1972 U.N.Conference on the Global EnlVironment. (Most items in

both collections were free - the U.S. materials were obtained

by calling the local, office of ti-t member of the House of

Representatives representing the district, the second from a

near-by university serving as a regional depository of U.N.

documents.) The instructional mode was described by the librarian

as "rather unsatisfactory." Since this was an "open library"
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system without any schedUled library class periods, the unit:

could .2.- and did "function only' with the cooperation of the

classroom teacher. For some of _assignments, the students

were given a choice of either classroom or library-based topics.

In the first year, the unit served well;, more than three-fourth.

of the biology class selected the international, library-based

aspect, and the biOlogy teacher himself incorporated some of the

material into his classroom program. In the second year a new

biology teacher took over the ninth grade and initially agree- to

adopt the same pattefn of work. But when.almost all the students

opted for the internationally-oriented.topics/lor the first

assignment, the cooperation came to an.end. Most schOol librarians

undoubtedly understand theaproblem. It is mentioned here .simply .

to re-emphasize the earlier comments on good public relations

between the librarian and the rest ol the faculty, a regrettabre

perhaps but continuing necessity. This, of couse, does not

detract from the subStantj.ve merits of this unit.

;Ir *

The outlines of the next two units require a brief preface.

While all internationally oriented, library-centered projects

paralleling and supplementing the classroom curriculum benefit

from librarian-teacher cooperation, such cooperation becomes more

and more imperative as one moves into the higher grades.', The'

main reason is in the general teachers' and students' perception

of the school library function which is also reflected in the ad-

ministra'tive division of the entire-school work. For students in

.0
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grades ten.to twelve, the school library is in most cases a

place to rest and read magazines, or to catch up with homework.

The librarian is a person to make the former as pleasant as

possible, or to help with the latter; the instructional prbcess

ends at:the library's entrance. Only in thevery-few known

instances where the school librarian is clearly cast in a teaching

role, with .Scheduled classes and grading power, library-centered

international education, can be really conducted. by the librarian

as an independent instructional process.

Most of our reports on library-centered projects reflect

this general observation; alT the successful experiences were

obtained in library work with elementary and intermediate grades.

The two unitsioutlined below and-used with senior high school

classes have been selected for inclusion because of their rela-

tive adaptability lor.lower grades. However, in their original

form;-both of them were heavily dependent on the cooperation with

subject teachers and represent transitional rather than library-

identered modes of instruction.

Unit 6: [Physics - grade eleven, honors class...! The report indicates

that the school librarian proposed this unit at a curriculum

meeting; the physics teacher adcepted it enthusiaStically and, in

its second offering in the subsequent year, the project was also

joined by a twelve-grade social science teacher inclined to use

American government course in a comparative framework. The school

e4
librarian herself used the.unit for library class periods intended

for "research skills." Over two months of preparatory period,

4I*
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the librarian assembled a collection Of materials, mostly books

and journals, dealing with the history of nuclear physics. The

Students in the physics hono.rs.course were charged with preparing

.reports on physicists from several countries contributing throUgh

a fairly free exchange of 'Scientific information to the "splitting

of the atom"; their reports then followed the'gradual "nationaliza-

tion" of nuclear science in the immediate pre-WW II period and the

complete end of its transnational character during that war and in

the Post-war period. Some student reports concentrated on the

renewed

physics

"transnationalization". of theoretical work in nuclear

irk the post-war period, especially in institutions such

as C.E.R.N., and on the continued governmental.restrictions over

the application of nuclear science. Concepts and'issues reflecting

various social and political forces in the contemporary world

Such as internationalism of science, scientific knowledge and

political power, functions of international organizations and trans-
.

rational scientific groups, etc. -- were illuminated and used by,

thePhYsice teacher as avenues towards better understanding of

the scientific process and, in the second year, al °o, by the social

5cience. teacher to compare the similarities and differences in the

Ways various governmental systems regulate scientific knowledge.

(With some imagination and effort, this unit may be adaptable to

various scientific disciplines -- the fundamental internationalism

of scientific work opens widely the opportunities for curriculum-

rel atsd, internationally oriented projects anchored in school

library materials and special collections.)
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Unit 7: [Economics - twelfth grade.] Used in a different school,

this unit's set-up closely resembled that of Unit 6; again, the

economics teacher collaborated with the librarian by endorsing

the initiative and giving the students assignments based on the

library unit.. The course itself was heavily centered on the

economic system and process of the United States. The library

unit opened up an international dimension by focusing on the

"green revolution" -- the development and the widespread use in

Asia,' Africa and the.Padific region of high - yielding varieties

of wheat, rice and maize. The unit consisted of filmstripsdealing

directly with the "green revolution" and with the global aspects

of food and population; of bOOks and Selected a- rtidles assembled

by the librarian; and of special reports obtained without cost

from a number of institutions -- the federal government, the UN

Development Program and the Food and Agriculture Organization,

as well as the Rockefeller and Ford Foundations. The concepts and

issues on which the students were asked to concentrate were inter-,

national grain trade; dramatic changes in the decreased dependence

by less developed countries on food imports-and increased depend-

ence on industrial imports necessary for the cultivation of the

new seeds; the role of multinational corporations; problems of

technology transfer; relations between food production and popula-

tion; and a number of socio-economic issues related to the question

of development and modernization. In this case, the librarian was

able to assume direct instructional role on the basis of full
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acquaintance with the substance of the material partly gained

by auditing a college-level course covering the topic. An effort

to use the unit in other high schools in neighboring school

districts was reported only marginally successful; both institu-

tional rigidities and a, lack of interest on the part of some

economics teachers were the main obstacles.

Library-Produced Teaching Materials

The library-centered approaches outlined in the sections above

have one common characteristic: they are aimed at the learning process

of the students and, inevitably, contribute to the librarian's

knowledge of international relations and global issues, but they

do very little, if anything, for the,'development of classroom teachers'

understanding of, and sensitivity for, the international dimensions

of their disciplines. The approaches discussed below do not have

that limitation: through active involvement of'teachers, they pro-

vide for their own learning experience.

To place this category of approaches into a practical frame-

work, some observations are needed regarding the relative levels

'of internationally-oriented training of school librarians and of

classroom-teachers. The most significant among them is this:

the professional preparation for the teaching about international-

issues and developments is about the same for school librarians

and subject teachers -- practically none. Several hundred of our

informal, random interviews with school personnel have only con-

firmed. the various well known assessments indicating that only

.miniscule fraction of all U.S. teachers had, any systematic exposure

4 ei
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to internationally oriented. subjects and that in a majority.of

these instances it consisted of no more. than a general, college-

level survey coursein.internationa_ relations. Teacher whose.

professional training in schools of education included the study

of internationally oriented subjects and of related educational

problems and methods are extremely rare: The almoit total absence

of such. elements in the professional training of school librarians

places both categories of educators at about the same level of

initial competence.

While this balance remains fairly constant, somechanges do

occur through the process of librarians' and teachers' professional..

development beyond their formal training. Among the classroom

-teachers, those in social studies and literature, more than others,

often build up considerable "international" competence because.

their disCiplines inherently encompass international dimensions.'

wi-th-ithe_except i on _o_f_ teachers in "world cultures" type of

courses or in integrated foreign language/literature courses,

this further development of internationally oriented competence

largely depends on the individual educator's inclinatiOn and

sensitivity to such dimensions of their "subjects.

In their role'of educators, the school librarians are in a

somewhat different position. In terms of curricular substance,

they are generalists. As long as their function is not reduced --

by choice or by necessity -- to technical and clerical work on

catalogs, shelflists, invoices and overdue slips, their own learning

process continues across the curriculum: Through their access to

materials, especially where they exercise some control over selection

45
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and ordering of printed and non-print media, the school librarianS

are in a position to continue developing their own internationally

oriented competence that can easily match and often exceed the

subject teachers' capabilities.

In these circumstances, the school-librarian is in. a position

not only to inject the international element into the students'

"learning by exposing them directly to facts and concepts of inter-

national character, but to do

whose own learning process is

course, entirely in line with

school librarian: to function

which the mass of information

it indirectly through the

then also affected. This

one of the accepted roles

teacher

is, of

of `the

as a funnel and filter through

and knowledge cumulating in

world beyond the school walls is. sorted

channeled into the educational process.

So much for the school librarian's substantive and functional

competence, a considerable potential awaiting wider realization.

out, proceSsed,

the

and

The\next set of observations is of a more practical nature.

Given the facts of teachers' schbol life -- classroom schedules

and pressures, insufficient free and"preparation'periods, discip-

line problems, mounting administrative chores and, last but not

least, often low levels of material and psychological rewards --

even those teachers who have alteady become sensitive to intern-

national perspectives and interested in developing them in their

students, need considerable help.

There is, indeed, an abundance of materials and tools,. many

of them excellent. One problem is precisely the abundance. The

second problem is that far too many of these materials, often in
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the form of teaching packageS, extended units, guides for "enrich-

ment" exercises and activities, are far too general, whatever

their.intrinsic quality, and not easily adaptable to the unique

settings of indi vidual classrooms, the curriculum, and teachers'
.

_

needq.and preferences . .1n our random survey of teachers _--needS

for internationally oriented. iristruction, by-far the largest
.

group almost one-halfcf n--rdiewed. teachers -- put their

Priority on flexible, curriculum-compatible, brief teaching units.

Much sthaller numbers(.(well under ten perCent) placed their priority

on thiPgs such as teacher's guides and guides to classroom

materials. The message which all such data.spell out.is that

in addition to their_substantive and functional competence, the.

School librarians also have a potentially wide opportunity to

serve a real need.

The prerequisites of success are the same as in other'

instances for.the,librarian'S'input.into the teaching

Process: reasonable amount of time in the librarian's schedule

coupled with some funds in, the budget, more than reasonable amounts

Thege general findings largely correspond to the results

of more precise surveys in other educational areas. For instance,

a grouP of Ohio researchers assessing elementary teachers' needs for

"citizenship education" reported that 25% (N=778) placed their
highest priority on flexible, brief teaching units and 21% on a
similar category of "classroom exercise,",while only 6% and 4%

saw their priority need in teaching guides and guides to materials,

respectively. Data quoted from original source in the Quarterly

Re ort (The. Ohio State University, Mershon Center), v. 2, n. 2

(Winter 1977), p. 5.

'I



of imagination and of sensitivity for educational work, good

Understanding of curricular detail in various subjects, and at

least one teacher both receptive to new approaches and willing

to accept help. As to the last item, the librarian who is living

with the school rather than just working among the shelves is

certainly, in a better positiOn than a distant, anonymous producer

of teaching units to identify the classroom situations which offer

.the best entry points for internationally oriented inputs and to

tailor the supporting material to the teacher's individual style,

interest, and other characteristics.

The very few instances we have found of library-produced

teaching materials, which were actually used in the classroom

suggest two different modes of preparation of. the teaching units,

and two different modes of delivery.

As, to preParation, some librarians relied primarily on their

own resources and ideas in pulling the units together. The more

.often mentioned and, possibly, also a more efficient way was the

adaptation of teaching units and models available on the market,

sometimes by expanding or reducing them, sometimes by scaling them

down or up to different grade-levels.

The delivery was only rarely arranged so that the librarian

substituted for the.-subject teacher -:in the classroom. Although

some teachers. may not'only allow but welcome such substitution,

an important dimension - -..the teachei.'s own learning experience --

is .lost in the proce or at least is severely diluted and weakened

even if the teacher remains in the clasEoom while the librarian

takes over and work with the students. The more Often favored

48
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and also the more productive mode is the more traditional one

where the teacher simply ,integrates the library-preparedunit into

his or her regular classroom schedule.

It is, of course,beyond the capacity of this, and of any

other -- handbook to list% all possible teaching units with

international dimensions that can be produced in a school:library

for classroom use. The topical variety is endless; as the pre-.

ceding section on library -centered approaches indicated, there,

is hardly a curricular area at any grade level in which the inter-
,

national dimension is not potentially present.- Furthermore, the

international dimension also pervades other topical concerns

which often cut across or are grafted" on tie traditional curri-

culum and are addressed by teachers interested in them -- topical

concerns such as theenvironment, technological change, energy,

populatiori growth, multicultural relations, human rights, citizen-
. o

ship and political literacy, and many others.

It does appear, however, that there are some preferred forms

of library-produced teaching units that can be employed as soon as

the curricular fit is determined and the teacher's receptivity

ensured.' A typical teaching package, whether-originally produced

by the librarian or adapted from outside materials,, would include

the following items.

(1) From topical source books or articles, pertinent para-

graphs would be photocopied to give the teacher sufficient
. -

material to introduce the subject to students.
..,

(2) Depending on the Subject-, the introductory texts may

40



already be supplemented by overhead transparencies

produced by the librarian by phOtocopying drawings,

lists, maps, or graphs directly from books and other

sotrces_on au,itabla.acetate film, or drawn on trans-

parencies. These are sometimes supplied.with-profession-

ally produced teaching units and can be adjusted in a

variety of ways -- either by copying them, or by adding

onto them additional data, text, or symbols.

(3) Where suitable,
,.

the introductory part may also be supple-

rented by one or two handouts, possibly in the form of

questions calling either for students' opinions, factual

judgments or straight information, and prepared in a

form permitting quick and easy tabulation or summation.

TOr.many subjects, handout quizzes are often difficult

to make up; adaptation from outside materials may be the

best solution.

(4) The core of the lesson would again consist of photo-

,

copied extracts from printed materials to guide the

teacher in the presentation and discussion. Visual

material, transparencies, slides, filmstrips and films,

or prints and maps, would be selected so as to correspond

as closely as pbssible with the text.

(5) Handouts clearly related to the main points of the core

lesson -- either with data in the forth of tables, graphs,

or lists, or in the form of. quizzes -7 can again be use -:

fully introduced as a tool of more participatory learning.
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(6) The unit is accompanied by two collections of material.

One consists of source materials from which the textual

excerpts haVe been taken plus. other background.material,'

and is supplied to the classroom teacher for her or his

use and, possibly, for further adaptations of the unit. .

The second collection of cloSely related materials is

assembled and kept in the library for students' use if

the teacher assigns homework based on the unit. The

teacher is provided with a..list of such materials.

The methods of preparing a teaching unit depend so much on

in ividual- conditions in.the school such as budgets, audio-visual

equi :rent in the library and in the clasSroots, photOcopying faci-

lities the librarian's and the teachers' schedules, their. per:nr

relationship, and the administration policies, that no useful pur

pose can be served by outlining a model approach. Ideally, of

Course, the preparation of a teaching unit should be aoint

,enterprise between the librarian and the-teacher; but ideal condi-

tions such a these are precisely those rarely if ever available:

From a more techhical point of view, the main and first step

a librarian interested in preparing classrOom teaching units can

take. - -.and it is only the librarian who can do so -- is

to obtain for the library .a broad collection of classroom materials

with international orientation. A list below provides the

addresses of institutions which produce and supply such materials,

sometimes at a minimal cost or even for free. An initial letter

of inquiry requesting lists and\descriptions of classroom-material's

e
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would, produce a basic inventory, followed by a more selective

ordering. *The 'broader and the more varied the collection of

sources, the greater is the likelihood that 'it will contain ideas,

models, and preScriptions fitting thv, specific opportunities in a

given schi-Jol.

The. following-outlines of library-prepared teaching units

have been eXtracted.f om our relatively limited repertory of actual

field experience with this type of approach.

Teaching unit 1. (Inserted,in a ninth-grade course on the history

lof California.)

The school librarian proposed to the social studies teacher

atwo- to three-period teaching unit on population expansion and

pOpulaion shifts that would provide a,broader, comparative and

international, perspective.on California's population growth.- As

reported by the librarian, the idea and some of the materials were

derived from several sources, but the initial stimulus came from

*
a mimeographed handbook containing a description of clatSroom

activities focused on population issues.

The'introductory'part of the package consisted Of basic data

on global population trends and xeroxed paragraphs extracted.from

texts on,population problems. It was accompanied bylibrary-

prepared transparencies on popUlation-distribution and growth in

various major regions of the world and distinguishing' between

developed and developing areas; these were adapted from the Victor

* David Victor and Riqhard Kraft, Global Perspectives Hand-
book, Bloomington, Ind.: Mid-America Program!, 1977.
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,/

and'Kraft Handb8ok. The-third type of material in the introductory

Section weretwo'student handouts, one summarizing some of the
J'

inforMation-contained inAhe textual and transparency parts,,the"

other in the form of a 4uiz in which students responded to

questions calling for/comparisonsof population trends in various

regions and for judgMents on the effects-population changes

region may have On other regions.

The second part of the package concentrated on the population
. .

issues in Latin America. Again it contained a,textual section,con-

(

sisting of several Xeroxed paragraphs' to be used as a basic source

of, the teacher's a itial presentation. These excerpts included

some on the proble im of urbanization in developing countries
/

obtained from afprief article dealing with the issue. On the

basis of tables accompanying the article and of other data from

sources unspecified in our report the lib arian prepared two

more transparencies for the teacher's use. The final section of
**

the second part was a two-parti professionally prepared filMstriO!

tOgethet with its accompanying discussion guide. i \

,
..*

By centeing on Mexico, the third part of the package re-
,

\
connected the global population issue with the course's,focus on

California's hi\Storical growth. The teacher's textual, unit, con-

\

.\

tained a variety of excerpts on Mexican population trends, .

. ,

*
Rashmi.May4, "Third World Crisis," The Futurist, August 1975.

**
Gaeton F. Stella, The People Problem: Population and Urban

Expansion in Latin *rierica. Current Affairs Films, 1977.
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industrialization and urbanization, standard of living, and the

effects on--Mexicansol'-thecloseness and accessibility ofrthe.United

States: In addition'to transparencies accompanyirrj the text the
\.

.

handouts for. students included', paragraphs -- selected from:American

newspapers, from Mexican newspapers (in translation), and from U.S.

congressional documents 7 dealing with the contemporary problem

of Mexican migration to the north\ A Special handout in the

form of a quiz brOughttogether the entire Packa!ge by calling for

students,1-informed judgments on global population trendt 'And on

the aspects of interdependence reflected in the itpact on all

countries.of population expansion and shifts insome of,them.

Teaching Unit 2. (Inserted in an eleventh-grade course in,economics.)

.Although our report on this teaching unit lacks any detail on

,specific elements included in the package, some of its character-
_ . .,

/
-----

istics make it a useful model. The unit, focused on world food.
%.

/supply, differs from the preceding one by the librarian's almost
, -,

complete reliance on, and imaginative adaptation from, a case study
f

..

!theon the global food problem prepared as a part of a model.curriculum
,..

**
on'global development'. .

As reported to'us, the two-dollar, hundred-page mimeographed
/

;booklet was.handed to the librarian by the economics teacher with
i

.

Vt.he comment that it would be nice to have :.a full course on global

'development in which such a case study could be included but,

_ .

The librarian's feport mentions a transparency providing

table with the statistics of Mexican migration to the U.S. and four
other transparencies of.unspecified content.

**
J. Carlisle Spivey, World Food Supply: A, Global Development

Studies Case Study (Madison, N.J.: Global Development Studies .

Institute, 1976)*.
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unfortunately, it could not be done. The school librarian proceeded

from there. She first selected those sections of the case-Study

with particular economic significance. From these sections, she

extracted textual segments for the teacher. Next, she used several

volumes and peiiodicals cited in the relatively rich and certainly

adequate footnotes,accompanying the text, and out of them obtained

materials for student handouts and for teacher transparencies.

The unit was'used in sections over four periods: Following

bibliographic guidance provided in the case study, the librarian

prepared two collections of books and documents, a select one for

the teacher's-use, a broader-one placed directly in the classroom

-on extended' loan from the library and serving as students' source

Material in connection with their homework. As reported, the

teacher's request to keep the package and accompanying collections

for next year's class gave the librarian an opportunity to order
)

and build into the package additional materials by following the

leads and suggestions provided by the case study.

Teaching Unit 3.. (Used in two high schools with some centralized

library' service in a health education and a social Science course

at tenth-grade level.)

This teaching unit was developed by a senior high school

assistant librarian by converting a lower-level, library-centered

unit (reported on above at p. into a classroom teaching package.

Typically, the three-period unit consisted of teacher's material,

charts and transparencies, collection of slides prepared by an

audio-visual assistant by photographing pictorial andother
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material from books and documents, student handouts with basic

data and with fundamental information on international health

organizations and their activities, and two quizzes prepared and

added to the unit by the social science teacher for his own

purposes. This was an entirely "home-made" unit dealing with

patterns, causes, and effects of tropical diseases in less

developing countries and with international efforts to control
1

them. The source materials were obtained by the librarian initia-

,

ting the project from' the World Health Organization, the Rocke-

feller and Ford Foundations the International Bank for Recon-

struction -and DevelOpment, and from the University f California

Ledical Center in San FrancisCo. The librarian reported that

the entire effort put into assembling the materials consisted of

sending out some five initial letters with the request and several

more to other sources suggested by the first respondents; most

of the materials'were obtained without cost and the only - expendi-

tures were in the preparation of the slides and other processing.

Library Involvement in International Education

The previOUs two sections on "Library-Centered ApprOaches"

and "Library-Produced Teaching Materials" discussed some in
NN

which the school librarian may assume initiatives as an agent of

change leading to/strengthened international education.

of course, several other roles in which the school library could
r.

,/

playa crucial although not necessarily an initiative function.

At the lowest, routine end of the spectrum of possible library

involvement Ithe development and maintenance of appropriate

There are,
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materials in the library capable of both curriculr support and

extra-curricular interests. This requires no further elabora-

tion except! for the observation that, at least on the basis

of our random visits to several dozens of school libraries across'

the country, in too many, of them the international component is

rather sparsely represented. Where more materials with inter-

national orientation were found on the shelves, on magazine. racks,

and in A-V collections, they were-often fairly haphazard mixtures

with a lot'of obsolescent materials. In practically all of the

schools visited, this weakness was even greater in special faculty

collections,that some librarians maintain in the separate corner

of the school library or directly in faculty lounge.. The section

below on "Readings, Ideas, and MaterialS" contains reference to

-a variety of sources that can provide guidance in building up

more adequate material base for internationally oriented instruction.

The opposite end of the spectrum of library involvement in

international education is a.fully integrated support. function

served by the librarian in those schools'where the teachers them-

selves.have launched internationally oriented projects or, more

rarely, where a fairly comprehensive overhaul `of the entire curri-

culum has been undertaken to strengthen the international dimension.
N.

Experience does suggest that even in such favorable circumstances

much depends on the school:librarian's initiative and imagination.

Too often, it seems, the librarian's passivity or institutioni

constraints placed on the library's role result in a minimal and

largely technical involvement: instead of utilizing the school
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librarian's skills in reviewing, evaluating, and pre-selecting

teaching materials, the school library's office ends up processing

book and magazine orders for items whose selection and evaluation

may have been less than adequate. Some schools have even hired

special "resource persons" charged with reviewing and selecting

materials; while this may improve quality of the material used,

it also still further re-delegates the librarian to tasks far

removed from the educational process and contributes to a waste

of talent, capability and, of course, funds.

The specific types of the school librarian's involvement

in faculty-initiated efforts towards international education have

.
*.

been discussed elsewhere in the broader context of international'

dimensions of precollegiate education.

READINGS, IDEAS, AND MATERIALS

This section suggests several entry points into the vast

and growing field of literature, guides, teaching projects, aids,

and materials-that can serve in the strengthening of the inter-

national dimensions of precollegiate education. It is not a com-

prehensive,bibliography in any sense; the sheer size of any .such

undertaking would destroy its purpose in a handbook with a limited

objective. For those who would like a more extensive overview' of'

what is available, some bibliographic aids are listed and annota-

*
.

Z. Slouka and .0.'Slouka, International Dimensions in.
.

American Education: Evaluative Criteria for Precollegiate Programs
(Summary report for U.S. Dept. of Education - Division of Inter,-
national. Education, Fall 1979).
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tions indicate the presence of bibliographic references in the

titles included.

About International Education: Selected Readings

The texts listed below have been selected to help elementary

and ,secondary school educatol-s, librarians and teachers alike, to

expand their underStanding of what international education means,

what are its imperatives and goals, and how varied are the concepts

underlying it. The titles span a period of about twelve years;

individual items differ widely, from brief articles to full-sized

\

books. The size and age, however, do not prejudice the quality.

James M. Becker and Howard D. Mehlinger, eds., International
Dimensions in the Social Studies. Wash., D.C.: National Council
for the Social Studies (NEA), 1968. 343 'pp.

Issued as 38th NCSS Yearbook,:this volume was issued
as a collection of studies on the general setting of
international education, on concepts and perspectives
guiding it, on scathe approaches to it, and on resources

and programs. Except for some of the studies and__

reports on international education- programs; which have
become somewhat outdated because of many recent develop-
ments, the volume continues to be a valuable reading.

Robert L. Schell et al., Curricular Dimensions of Global Education:

A joint publication of Pennsylvania Department of Education and
Research for Better Schools,..Inc., 1979. MimeOgraphed; 236 pp.
[Av. from RBS; 444 North Third Street,\Philadelphia, PA 19123]

Provides a multidisciplinary panbrama of approaches
to international education in the\ form of a collection
of papers by authors with specific fields .of interest,
ranging from "The Arts: .A Worldwide Language" to
"Mathematics: A Vehicle for,IncreaSing Global Awareness"
The treatment is primarily conceptual and designed to
stimulate and inform rather than to provide curricular
blueprints or a guide. to classroom activities.
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Lee Anderson, Schooling and Citizenship in a Global Age.
.Bloomington: The Mid-America Program for Global Perspectives

in Education, 1979.

A persuasiVe exposition of global forces and relation-

ships that make international education imperative........

Reviews educational changes already taking place -and
outlines others needed to make the schools` more re-
sponsive to the realities of an interdependent world.

The following 'are all shorter treatments of international

education which provide. informative and stimulating reading..

Richard C. Remy et al., International Learning and International.

Education in a Global Age. Washy, D.C.: National Council for the

'Social Studies, 1975.

'Contains a world studies bibliography identifying
backgiound readings, sources of information and of

.materials for use in' the classroom, End a special
section elaborating guidelines for world studies,

Robert G. Hanvey, An Attainable Global Perspective. New York:

Center for War/Peace Studies,'1976, 28 pp.

Aconcise introduction to concepts, mbdes_of
thought, intellectual skillS and human sensiti-
vities contributing to the fOrmationof.a global
perspective attainable' through .formal education.

Leonard S.. Kenworthy, The Intc*,:national 'Dimension of .Education.

Wash., D.C.: Assoc. for superV=517 and Curriculum: Development
(NEA), 1970. 120 pp.

An early comprehensive statement addressing the
need for incorporating the ;international dimension
throughout all levels of peacollegiate education
and in all curricular subjects. Contains a Still
useful brief bibliog-,aphy.'

Ward Morehouse, A New Civic Literacy: American Education and Global

Interdependence. Princeton, N.J.: Aspen Institute for Humanistic

,Studies, 1975. 32 pp.

Assessment of the problems and cp-ortunities in inter-
national education. in American schools.

James M..Becker and. Maurice A.. EaSt, Global Dimensions in U.S.

Education: The Secondary School. New York: The-Center fbr War/

Peace Studies, 1972. 52 pr.
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Judith V. Torney and Donald N. Morriss, Global Dimensions in

U.S. Education:. The Elementary School. (As above.) 52 pp.

Both booklets combine an examination of pedagogical
issues involved in international education with
general conceptual questions as well as with class-

room. approaches. Reference notes include useful
bibliographic items.

Reginald Smart,. "The Goals, and Definitions of International
Education: An Agenda for Discussion," International Studies
Quarterly, v. 15, n. 4 (Dec. 1971), pp. 442-464.

Broad and critical examination of fundamental concepts.

Sources of Ideas and Leads to Classroom.Approaches

Many of the materials selectively listed below contain

comprehensive outlines of entire courses with international thethes.

Some of them have been worked out in. considerable detail. Several

are of unusually high quality and it would indeed be ideal if they

were used by imaginative and well,prepared teachers in schools

willing to make the necessary curricular adjustments to fit them

into their regular program of instruction. Unfortunately, not

too many teachers are ready to take them up and among the few

Who are, still fewer can overcome the various institutional and

attitudinal obstacles, standing in the way of large-scale durri-

dular changes.'

Yet almOst all of the course and lecture designs are

virtual storehouses of excellent ideas and imaginatiire approaches

which could be extracted and'reshaped to more modest=orms so

as to fit the often very limiting constraints in some school

situations. .School librarians can and should, wherever other

considerations.of their work allow them to do so, play the crucial

:mediating role between the expanding world of ideaS, models,, and
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designs on the one hand and, on the other, the teachers who often'

need all the'help they can get if they are to\enlarge the domain

of international perspectives in their instructional program.

This only re-emphasizes the primary intent of this handbook stated

se

previously. At this point, however, the renewed emphasis AS

important -- the classroom materials offered in the publications

selected belOw need to be seen not only as prescriptions but as

Stimulating leads.

The following annotated list has been selectively. compiled

to provide for some,initial choices and to illustrate the variety

of materials ,currently available. Those interested in finding

other materials designed for classroom use, or adaptable fot

classroom use, may wish to contact organizations listed in the

next Section, or to consult Directbry of Resources in Global

Education prepared by the Interorganizational Commission on Inter-

national and Intercultural Education__(Was. D.D.: Overseas Develop-

ment 'Council, 1979).

Kenneth A. Switzer and Paul T. Mulloy, Global Issues:Activities
and Resources for the High School Teacher. -Boulder: Social

.,Science Education Consortium; Denver: Center for Teaching
-International Relations, 1.97.9. Mimeographed. 91 pp. plus 64

pp.. of hando4ts.

One of the most Ascent and outstanding repertories
of instructional approaches ta global issues. It-

covers seven broad global concerns: global/aware ess;

world trade and economic interdependence; global conflict
and the arms race; economic development and fore gn aid;
environment and technology; energy and natural re ources; ,



and human rights. Each unit is fully develOped, with
outlines of lessons, student handouts, and amply-an-
notated'lists of primary and secondary sources. These
features make the classroom models extremely adaptable
to different teaching situations, different grade
levels, and different competencies and inclinations of
teachers. The volume also inclUdes a brief address
list of sources of classroom materials.

Global Development Studies, New York: Management Institute for
National Development, .1973. 71.pp.

Subtitled ."A modern curriculum for an academic
year course in global systems, and human develOpment
at the secondary and 'Undergraduate levels of general'
education," this small volume lends itself to a number
of imaginative uses at senior high school levels. For
librarians and other users !interested in preparing
teaching units, it may help considerably in clarifying
the,objectives of classroom presentations;.it provides
good, concise. texts as bases of lectures; and, above
'all, the suggested classrooM exercises.can'be,used as.
a starting point for the.development of individual
teachingPackages. .Among the appendices is a'parti-

. cUlarly useful, well annotated bibliography of
periodicals which can serve. both' as sources of teaching
'materials as well as a source of 'selection's for the
school library.

J. Carlisle Spivey, World Food Supply: A Global DeVelbpment
Studies Case Study. Madison, Global Development Studies
Institute, 1976. Mimeographed. 100 pp.

Designed to be used primarily within a full course
on Global--Development Studies (seepreceding'item), this
guide ,provides many ideas and suggests approaches that
carOpe and have been developed and applied independently
in'small units. Grouped in three major categories: on
what.is the meaning and scope of huger in the world,
why there is hunger, and what is being done about it,
are nine separate units such as a brief history of
food and population, contemporary world food supply;
the role of agricultural production and government-
policy,. the green' revolution and food aid programs.
While eac4.unit is pritharily a textual description
of the specific issue with adequate references to
source materials, there is a substantial "Instruction
Guide" outlining teaching strategies, methodology,'
classroom discussion, and lists of. resources and

resource, organizations.
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Patrick D. 'Gore, et al., Teaching Energy Awareness. Denver:

Center for Teaching International Relations, 1978. (Rev. ed. '1980.)

Mimeographed. 309 pp.

This collection of thirty-two teaching units
includes, only some with explicit international
dimension, but it is included. here because it permits
the building of_links between_human, national, and
international energy issues in a great variety of

ways. The teaching units are only briefly described,
only some of them with data and source' references, but
among the forty-one,handoutS designed for specific.
teaching units`, are several rather Valuable. items that

can be included\in teaching packages. based on the
proposed units or their combinations. This volume
is-only one in the CTIR Special Series of teaching aids
bn cultural studies, skills, environmental issues,-and
on general topics such as communication, aging, and
role of women. All of them deserVe attention as good

teaching resources.

Jayne Millar, Focusing on Development: Mini-Units for Secondary

School-Curricula. Wash., D.C.: Overseas Development Coundil, .1973.

Suggests.a number of useful classroom approaches to
topics on global development, together with listings

of resources...
FlorenceV.'Davi's and Barbara J. Preisseisen, Multicultural
Education for Practitioners. Philadelphia: Research for.Better

Schools; 1979.

Offers specific, guidelines for .the development of
teaching programs. Particularly valuable are chapter
2 addressing classroom and curricular issues, and
chapter 3 listing a variety of materials and resources.

Seymour Fersch, ed., Learning about Peoples and Cultures. Evanston,
Ill.: McDougal, Littel, 1974.

While this is primarily a reading text dealing with
the problem Of.deyelOpinga cross-cultural perSpectiVe,
two features recommend it as a source of ideas and
materials for teaching units. One is:its own
with illtstrationsi quotations, and short stories
integrated into the discussion. The second is the
companion "Teacher's Guide"'outlining specifid
classroom adaptations.

David C.1(.ing,WIdet'S-.-Branson, and Larry.E. Condon, Education
ora=,-Wbida in Change.:' A Working Handbook 'for Global ,Perspectives.

New York: Center for Global Perspectives, 1976. (Issued as -84/85

Intercom.) 100:pp.,

6



Provides substantive.text on the perspectives on the
twenty-first century as well as prientat4on reading
on the associated educational tasks. More than two-
thirds of the handbook are devoted to sample.lessons,
with illustrations and sources, for grade\levelS K-12.

Herbert J. Abraham, World Problems in the-Classroom. Paris:.

UNESCO, 1973. 224 pp.'

.'Suggests practical approaches to the teaching ,about
.all important activities of the United Nations\ The

volume includeS background data, questions for \study

and discussion guides

Deborah L. Truhan, The Local Community and Global Awareness.
Madison, .J.: Global Development Studies Institute, 1977\.

Many of the sixty classroom activities that lead \,

students to link their immediate environment --
families, schools, and local communities -- with
.the world beyond the national boundaries lend them-
.seives tdthe development of either library-centered
'projects or to library-prepared teaching packages.
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David Victor and Richard Kraft, Global Perspectives Handbook.
Bloomington, Ind.: Mid-America Program, 1977. Mimeographed. 44

Outlines several.classrodM activities designed to
increase students!,global awareness through an,
exposure to various global issues. The Handbook
contains student handouts, background information,
and a bibliography of materials, books and films.

Two particularly-Valuable series of classrooM oriented

handbooks with multicultural.focus that school librarians' and

PP,

teachers cou,ld utilize in a number of ways have:been issued. by the.

Center for Teachign International Relations and by the Global.

Perspectives in Education. Their titles and specified ranges of
I

grade levels are:

Teaching about Perception: The.Atabs (5-12); Teaching-about ,

Cultural Awareness-(4712);: Teaching about Diversity: L'atin.America
-L---(9r12)-17-Images of China.(5-12); and. Teaching about Conflicts

Northern Ireland (612); all from CTIR,

.0



Universals of Culture (6i-9); Culture's Stor ouse:'Building
Humanities Skills through Folklore (6-9); Cultural Sight and
Insight: Dealing with DiVerse Viewpoints and Values (6-12);

\ World Views through the Arts (6-9); and Explo Communica-
tion (4-9); all from GPEL

Resource Organizations and Agencies

This annotated address list of organizations and agencies

which supply materials relevant to schdol libra lams and claSS-
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./

room teachers:interested in international dimen ions of elementary

and secondary education is again selective. The e are now many

produce .a variety of internationallycommercial publishers wh

oriented teaching materials, some of them of good quality although

often at a considerable c ost. These are not included beCause their

promotional Material,is usually well distributed to schools and

school libraries. The.organizations and agencies included below

supply many materials without cost or production cos-t;. howeveX*1

1
their prices are"not shown because they ,:oo necessarily change

_ _

with inflationary pressures. The list is divided into two parts.

.The first, smaller part, includesthe primary resource organizations

whose main purposes and efforts are oriented toward the classroom:

and whose many materials have already been used. with good results

by those school librarians:and teachers whom we have had an

opportunity to interview. The second part lists other resource

groups; the publication of classroom oriented materials usually.

represents only a segment of their overall programs and activities.

While we have not come across Sufficient evidence of field experience

with their products among school librarians and teachers, th40, may

indeed be in such use and their materials may be of the highest

quality. /
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Primary resource groups

CENTER FOR TEACHING INTERNATIONAL .RELATIONS. A joint
project of'the University 'of penver School of Education
and the Graduate SchooDof International Studies, now
closely cooperating. with Global Perspectives in Educa-
tion group '(see below), 'the Center conducts five major
programs: in addition to teacher' workshops andacademic
courses, it publishes curriculum units, distributes
materials, and provides consultation services to.aid in
the implementation of global perspectives in American

schools: While focused'on eduCation 'in the Rocky
Mountain region,the:Center has a nation -wide reach:.
Its special' series of twenty handbooks with classroom
and student materials proVide guidance.to adding a global
perspective.to many subjects at all grade levels.
Address: Graduate. School of fnterhational Studies, )

.
University of Denver, Denver, Colorado 8020.8; telephone

(303) 753 -3106.

GLOBAL DEVELOPMENT STUDIES' INSTITUTE (of Management
InStitute for National Development, 230 Park Ave., New
York.N.Y.'10017). ,A non-profit educational corporation,
the Institute assists educatorsloy providing curricular
and other materials, methodologies, and teacher training
to enhance international education at all levels.
Address:,P.O:Box 522, 14 Main Street, Madison,'U.J. 07940.

GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES IN EDUCATION,.INC. (formerly Center

for Global Perspectives and Center for War/Peace Studies).
A non - profit, educational 6i4dffrz-ationdevotech_to efforts

towards strengthening global dimensions of U.S.educati-bn-.--

Published a series Of important materials fitting such
topics as American hiStory, cultures and area studies,
global trends and issues, humanities and language arts,
and environmental studies, Inaddition to orders for ?
its materials, the Center invites letters about educatbrs'
specific needs, reviews ma-Lerials developed in the
schools, and accepts telephone requests for information /

and advice. Publishes a continuing series of occasional/
'reports Intercomveach issue is a tool for teachers
Containing classroom units, materials(nd guides to
resotirces. Services include a national network of

consultants and resource peoPle.
Address=: 218 East 18th Street, New York, N.Y, 10003;
telephone (212) 475-0850 or ( "hotline ") (212). 228-.2470.

a
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MID-AMERICA "PROGRAM FOR GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES IN EDUCATION.
Formally in operation since 1975, the Mid-America Program
bUilds on an extensive experience of its personnel in
all aspects of international education. Its major
objectiveis helping schools and other.educatiOpal
agencies to design,programs enabling young people to acquire
the knowledge, skills and attitudes necessary for respon-
sible participation in an interdependent world. The
Program's Laboratory lor Educational Development has
available, at,production cost,a seletion of materials
for classroom use, lists of sources of material, biblio-
graphies, and specifib teaching units. .

Address: Indiana University, 513 North Park Avenue,
Bloomington, Indiana 47401; telephone (812) 337-3838.

Other resource organizations

AFRICAN-AMERICAN INSTITUTE. Through its SOhools Services.
Division, the Institute publishes teacher's guides and
instructional materials focused on Africa and African.

issues:
Address: 866 'United Nations Plaza,:NewYork, N.Y. 10017.

AGENCY'FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT. As a separate
division of the U.S. Department of State, the Agency
issues, through its Offide of Public. Affairs, Materials

on various aspects of-international development. While,
the pamphlets, and brochures, as well as the monthly
War on Hunger, are not specifically intended -for classroom
use, they are informative and useful as background
material-and a source =of- teaching ideas. The materials

are free.
.

Address: PublicationsADivision - Office'of Publid
Affairs, 'Room 4953, State DepartmentBuilding,

ALLIANCE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION. As a consortium; .

or organizations concerned with environmental educaqion
the Alliancepublishes teaching materials some of which

have an explicit international dimension or can be ex-t
panded for such purposes.
Address: 1785 Massachusetts Ave., N.W, Washingtdn,
D,C. 20036.

AMERICAN FREEDOM FROM HUNGER FOUNDATION. The Foundation
issues a series of Development Issue Packets and other
materials intended for use at secondary and higher leVels.

)Address: 1625 Eye St., N.W., Washington, 'D.C., 20006.
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AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES FIELD STAFF. In addition to its
intensive series of topical reports froM all parts of
the world, prepared by the Field Staff contributors,
this organization also publishes a series of learning
packets with international themes, intended primarily
for secondary school levels. Twelve books on different
countries of the non-Western world, examining primarily
the impact of modernization on tra(4 .tional societies
and social impact, of population change, provide also
teachers's guides.
Addxoess: 3 Lebanon Street, Hanover, New HaMpshire 03755.

THE ASIA SOCIETY. Through its Education Department, the
Society provides consulting services on Aian studies
for local, schools,. and,_ in addition to its quarterly
Asia, supplies bibliographies and lists of visual aids.
Address: 112 East64th Street, New York,.N.Y, 10021.

ASSOCIATION FOR ASIAN STUDIES. .Through its Service Center
for Teachers of Asian Studies, the Association publishes
the quarterly Focus on Asian Studies designed for
secondary school use; the quarterly includes lists of new
print and audio-visual materials.
Address:. Service Center for 'Teachers of Asian Studies,
Ohio State University, 29 West Woodruff Ave., 'Columbus,

Ohio 43210.

CENTRE FOR ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL:INFORMATION. While the
Centre's main office is, in Geneva, Switzerland; itsiNew
York office provides aid and servicesto teachers and
students interested in topics related to the global
development process. It issues booklets, brochures, as

, well as 'periodical materials.
Address: U.N.Headquarters,'New York, 10017.

FOREIGN POLICY ASSOCIATION. Through =ite. periodical publi-
cations, Great Issues and Headline Series as well as
books and various teaching materials, the Association
seeks to support the teaching of international affairs.
Most materials suitable for senior high school levels.
Address: 345 East 4'6th Street, New York, N.Y. 10017.

INSTITUTE WORLD ORDER. Publishes am, extensive number
of books, articles, filmsand teaching packages on
glbbal topics'. The rftain themes of the Institute's
materials are human rights, ethnic and cultural issues,
economic well-being, and questions of international
conflict .and cooperation.
'Address: 1140 Avenue of the Athericas, New Yok, N.Y. 10034
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OVERSEAS' DEVELOPMENT. Although not geared direbtlY to the
needs of precollegiate, internationally oriented. education,
the Council publishes a series of paper some of which
especially the Development Paper Series and Monograph
Series -- are potentially strong resources for school
library and classroom use.
Address:' 1717'Massachusetts Ave., N.W., Washingtbn, D.C.
20036.

OXFAM-AMERICA. A branch og the British organilation
OXFAM (another branch is OkFAMLCanada), this institution
distributes considerable amount of educational materials
on topics such as world pOverty,and hunger,. wOrld.
health problems, trade and aid, world's refugees, and
other related themes.
Address; 302 Columbus Ave., Boston, Massachusetts 02116..

POPULATION.REFERENCE BUREAU. In addition to materials
providing population data and concepts, 'the Bureau also
publishes a"bimonthly population education:newsletter
.Interchange. Its purpq'se is to provide information on

recent developments in /the effort to introduce popula-
tion issues into intermediate and high school curricula.
Address: 1755 Massachusetts Ave., N.W-,Washington, D.C.22036.

.
.

I

'SOCIAL SCIENCE EDUCATION CONSORTIUM: The Consortium
sponsors ERIC/CHESS (Educational Resources Information
Center/Clearing-house for Social Studies/Education),
one of the elements of\the ERIC.system. The Consortium
maintains a resource library open to. the public and among
its main services is the analysis and dissemination of
'social'Studies curriculum materials for grades K-12.'
Address:', 855 Broadway, Boulder, Colorado 80302.

UNITED NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF THE USA.' With a consider-
ably expanded program for high schools:, UNA-USA publishes

aMongother materials teaching and learning kits.
\ These and related materials for all grade levels under.

the label of the. UNA UNICEF. Center-can obtained from:

\
UNA -USA putilications,OrderS,'345. East:-Sereet, New
York, N.Y.. 10017.

\

Copies of this Handbook can be obtairked directly from

International Edqcation Services Co.,\ 11452 Lord Byron Drive,

Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 18017


